
The  Value  of  Suffering:  A
Christian Perspective
Sue Bohlin looks at suffering from a Christian perspective. 
Applying  a  biblical  worldview  to  this  difficult  subject
results in a distinctly different approach to suffering than
our natural inclination of blame and self pity.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

There is no such thing as pointless pain in the life of the
child of God. How this has encouraged and strengthened me in
the valleys of suffering and pain! In this essay I’ll be
discussing the value of suffering, an unhappy non-negotiable
of life in a fallen world.

Suffering Prepares Us to Be the Bride of
Christ
Among the many reasons God allows us to suffer,
this is my personal favorite: it prepares us to be
the radiant bride of Christ. The Lord Jesus has a
big job to do, changing His ragamuffin church into
a  glorious  bride  worthy  of  the  Lamb.  Ephesians
5:26-27 tells us He is making us holy by washing us with the
Word—presenting us to Himself as a radiant church, without
stain or wrinkle or any other blemish. Suffering develops
holiness in unholy people. But getting there is painful in the
Lord’s “laundry room.” When you use bleach to get rid of
stains, it’s a harsh process. Getting rid of wrinkles is even
more  painful:  ironing  means  a  combination  of  heat  plus
pressure. Ouch! No wonder suffering hurts!

But  developing  holiness  in  us  is  a  worthwhile,  extremely
important goal for the Holy One who is our divine Bridegroom.
We learn in Hebrews 12:10 that we are enabled to share in His
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holiness through the discipline of enduring hardship. More
ouch! Fortunately, the same book assures us that discipline is
a sign of God’s love (Heb. 12:6). Oswald Chambers reminds us
that “God has one destined end for mankind—holiness. His one
aim is the production of saints.”{1}

It’s also important for all wives, but most especially the
future wife of the Son of God, to have a submissive heart.
Suffering makes us more determined to obey God; it teaches us
to be submissive. The psalmist learned this lesson as he wrote
in Psalm 119:67: “Before I was afflicted I went astray, but
now I obey your word. It was good for me to be afflicted so
that I might learn your decrees.”

The Lord Jesus has His work cut out for Him in purifying us
for Himself (Titus 2:14). Let’s face it, left to ourselves we
are a dirty, messy, fleshly people, and we desperately need to
be made pure. As hurtful as it is, suffering can purify us if
we submit to the One who has a loving plan for the pain.

Jesus  wants  not  just  a  pure  bride,  but  a  mature  one  as
well—and suffering produces growth and maturity in us. James
1:2-4 reminds us that trials produce perseverance, which makes
us mature and complete. And Romans 5:3-4 tells us that we can
actually  rejoice  in  our  sufferings,  because,  again,  they
produce perseverance, which produces character, which produces
hope. The Lord is creating for Himself a bride with sterling
character,  but  it’s  not  much  fun  getting  there.  I  like
something else Oswald Chambers wrote: “Sorrow burns up a great
amount of shallowness.”{2}

We usually don’t have much trouble understanding that our
Divine Bridegroom loves us; but we can easily forget how much
He longs for us to love Him back. Suffering scoops us out,
making our hearts bigger so that we can hold more love for
Him. It’s all part of a well-planned courtship. He does know
what He’s doing . . . we just need to trust Him.



Suffering Allows Us to Minister Comfort
to Others Who Suffer
One of the most rewarding reasons that suffering has value is
experienced by those who can say with conviction, “I know how
you feel. I’ve been in your shoes.” Suffering prepares us to
minister comfort to others who suffer.

Feeling isolated is one of the hardest parts of suffering. It
can feel like you’re all alone in your pain, and that makes it
so much worse. The comfort of those who have known that same
pain is inexpressible. It feels like a warm blanket being
draped around your soul. But in order for someone to say those
powerful words—”I know just how you feel because I’ve been
there”—that person had to walk through the same difficult
valley first.

Ray  and  I  lost  our  first  baby  when  she  was  born  too
prematurely to survive. It was the most horrible suffering
we’ve ever known. But losing Becky has enabled me to weep with
those  who  weep  with  the  comforting  tears  of  one  who  has
experienced that deep and awful loss. It’s a wound that—by
God’s  grace—has  never  fully  healed  so  that  I  can  truly
empathize with others out of the very real pain I still feel.
Talking about my loss puts me in touch with the unhealed part
of the grief and loss that will always hurt until I see my
daughter  again  in  heaven.  One  of  the  most  incredibly
comforting things we can ever experience is someone else’s
tears for us. So when I say to a mother or father who has also
lost a child, “I hurt with you, because I’ve lost a precious
one too,” my tears bring warmth and comfort in a way that
someone who has never known that pain cannot offer.

One of the most powerful words of comfort I received when we
were grieving our baby’s loss was from a friend who said,
“Your pain may not be about just you. It may well be about
other people, preparing you to minister comfort and hope to



someone in your future who will need what you can give them
because of what you’re going through right now. And if you are
faithful to cling to God now, I promise He will use you
greatly to comfort others later.” That perspective was like a
sweet balm to my soul, because it showed me that my suffering
was not pointless.

There’s another aspect of bringing comfort to those in pain.
Those who have suffered tend not to judge others experiencing
similar suffering. Not being judged is a great comfort to
those who hurt. When you’re in pain, your world narrows down
to mere survival, and it’s easy for others to judge you for
not “following the rules” that should only apply to those
whose lives aren’t being swallowed by the pain monster.

Suffering often develops compassion and mercy in us. Those who
suffer tend to have tender hearts toward others who are in
pain. We can comfort others with the comfort that we have
received from God (2 Cor. 1:4) because we have experienced the
reality  of  the  Holy  Spirit  being  there  for  us,  walking
alongside us in our pain. Then we can turn around and walk
alongside others in their pain, showing the compassion that
our own suffering has produced in us.

Suffering Develops Humble Dependence on
God
Marine Corps recruiter Randy Norfleet survived the Oklahoma
City  bombing  despite  losing  40  percent  of  his  blood  and
needing  250  stitches  to  close  his  wounds.  He  never  lost
consciousness in the ambulance because he was too busy praying
prayers of thanksgiving for his survival. When doctors said he
would probably lose the sight in his right eye, Mr. Norfleet
said, “Losing an eye is a small thing. Whatever brings you
closer  to  God  is  a  blessing.  Through  all  this  I’ve  been
brought closer to God. I’ve become more dependent on Him and
less on myself.”{3}



Suffering is excellent at teaching us humble dependence on
God, the only appropriate response to our Creator. Ever since
the fall of Adam, we keep forgetting that God created us to
depend on Him and not on ourselves. We keep wanting to go our
own way, pretending that we are God. Suffering is powerfully
able to get us back on track.

Sometimes we hurt so much we can’t pray. We are forced to
depend on the intercession of the Holy Spirit and the saints,
needing them to go before the throne of God on our behalf.
Instead  of  seeing  that  inability  to  pray  as  a  personal
failure, we can rejoice that our perception of being totally
needy corresponds to the truth that we really are that needy.
2  Corinthians  1:9  tells  us  that  hardships  and  sufferings
happen “so that we might not rely on ourselves but on God, who
raises the dead.”

Suffering brings a “one day at a time-ness” to our survival.
We get to the point of saying, “Lord, I can only make it
through today if You help me . . . if You take me through
today . . . or the next hour . . . or the next few minutes.”
One of my dearest friends shared with me the prayer from a
heart burning with emotional pain: “Papa, I know I can make it
through the next fifteen minutes if You hold me and walk me
through it.” Suffering has taught my friend the lesson of
total, humble dependence on God.

As painful as it is, suffering strips away the distractions of
life. It forces us to face the fact that we are powerless to
change  other  people  and  most  situations.  The  fear  that
accompanies suffering drives us to the Father like a little
kid burying his face in his daddy’s leg. Recognizing our own
powerlessness is actually the key to experience real power
because we have to acknowledge our dependence on God before
His power can flow from His heart into our lives.

The disciples experienced two different storms out on the
lake. The Lord’s purpose in both storms was to train them to



stop relying on their physical eyes and use their spiritual
eyes. He wanted them to grow in trust and dependence on the
Father. He allows us to experience storms in our lives for the
same purpose: to learn to depend on God.

I love this paraphrase of Romans 8:28: “The Lord may not have
planned  that  this  should  overtake  me,  but  He  has  most
certainly permitted it. Therefore, though it were an attack of
an  enemy,  by  the  time  it  reaches  me,  it  has  the  Lord’s
permission, and therefore all is well. He will make it work
together with all life’s experiences for good.”

Suffering Displays God’s Strength Through
Our Weakness
God never wastes suffering, not a scrap of it. He redeems all
of it for His glory and our blessing. The classic Scripture
for the concept that suffering displays God’s strength through
our weakness is found in 2 Corinthians 12:8-10, where we learn
that  God’s  grace  is  sufficient  for  us,  for  His  power  is
perfected in weakness. Paul said he delighted in weaknesses,
hardships, and difficulties “for when I am weak, then I am
strong.”

Our culture disdains weakness, but our frailty is a sign of
God’s workmanship in us. It gets us closer to what we were
created to be—completely dependent on God. Several years ago I
realized that instead of despising the fact that polio had
left  me  with  a  body  that  was  weakened  and  compromised,
susceptible to pain and fatigue, I could choose to rejoice in
it. My weakness made me more like a fragile, easily broken
window than a solid brick wall. But just as sunlight pours
through a window but is blocked by a wall, I discovered that
other people could see God’s strength and beauty in me because
of the window-like nature of my weakness! Consider how the
Lord Jesus was the exact representation of the glory of the
Father—I  mean,  He  was  all  window  and  no  walls!  He  was



completely dependent on the Father, choosing to become weak so
that God’s strength could shine through Him. And He was the
strongest  person  the  world  has  ever  seen.  Not  His  own
strength; He displayed the Father’s strength because of that
very weakness.

The reason His strength can shine through us is because we
know God better through suffering. One wise man I heard said,
“I got theology in seminary, but I learned reality through
trials. I got facts in Sunday School, but I learned faith
through trusting God in difficult circumstances. I got truth
from  studying,  but  I  got  to  know  the  Savior  through
suffering.”

Sometimes our suffering isn’t a consequence of our actions or
even  someone  else’s.  God  is  teaching  other  beings  about
Himself and His loved ones—us—as He did with Job. The point of
Job’s  trials  was  to  enable  heavenly  beings  to  see  God
glorified in Job. Sometimes He trusts us with great pain in
order  to  make  a  point,  whether  the  intended  audience  is
believers, unbelievers, or the spirit realm. Quadriplegic Joni
Eareckson  Tada,  no  stranger  to  great  suffering,  writes,
“Whether a godly attitude shines from a brain-injured college
student or from a lonely man relegated to a back bedroom, the
response of patience and perseverance counts. God points to
the peaceful attitude of suffering people to teach others
about Himself. He not only teaches those we rub shoulders with
every day, but He instructs the countless millions of angels
and demons. The hosts in heaven stand amazed when they observe
God sustain hurting people with His peace.”{4}

I once heard Charles Stanley say that nothing attracts the
unbeliever  like  a  saint  suffering  successfully.  Joni  Tada
said, “You were made for one purpose, and that is to make God
real to those around you.”{5} The reality of God’s power, His
love, and His character are made very, very real to a watching
world when we trust Him in our pain.



Suffering Gets Us Ready for Heaven
Pain  is  inevitable  because  we  live  in  a  fallen  world.  1
Thessalonians  3:3  reminds  us  that  we  are  “destined  for
trials.” We don’t have a choice whether we will suffer–our
choice is to go through it by ourselves or with God.

Suffering teaches us the difference between the important and
the transient. It prepares us for heaven by teaching us how
unfulfilling  life  on  earth  is  and  helping  us  develop  an
eternal perspective. Suffering makes us homesick for heaven.

Deep suffering of the soul is also a taste of hell. After many
sleepless nights wracked by various kinds of pain, my friend
Jan now knows what she was saved from. Many Christians only
know they’re saved without grasping what it is Christ has
delivered  them  from.  Jan’s  suffering  has  given  her  an
appreciation of the reality of heaven, and she’s been changed
forever.

I  have  an  appreciation  of  heaven  gained  from  a  different
experience. As my body weakens from the lifelong impact of
polio, to be honest, I have a deep frustration with it that
makes  me  grateful  for  the  perfect,  beautiful,  completely
working resurrection body waiting for me on the other side. My
husband once told me that heaven is more real to me than
anyone  he  knows.  Suffering  has  done  that  for  me.  Paul
explained  what  happens  in  2  Corinthians  4:16-18:

“Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we are
being  renewed  day  by  day.  For  our  light  and  momentary
troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far
outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen,
but on what is unseen, for what is seen is temporary, but
what is unseen is eternal.”

One of the effects of suffering is to loosen our grasp on this
life, because we shouldn’t be thinking that life in a fallen



world is as wonderful as we sometimes think it is. Pastor Dick
Bacon once said, “If this life were easy, we’d just love it
too much. If God didn’t make it painful, we’d never let go of
it.” Suffering reminds us that we live in an abnormal world.
Suffering is abnormal–our souls protest, “This isn’t right!”
We need to be reminded that we are living in the post-fall
“Phase 2.” The perfect Phase 1 of God’s beautiful, suffering-
free creation was ruined when Adam and Eve fell. So often,
people wonder what kind of cruel God would deliberately make a
world so full of pain and suffering. They’ve lost track of
history.  The  world  God  originally  made  isn’t  the  one  we
experience. Suffering can make us long for the new heaven and
the new earth where God will set all things right again.

Sometimes suffering literally prepares us for heaven. Cheryl’s
in-laws,  both  beset  by  lingering  illnesses,  couldn’t
understand why they couldn’t just die and get it over with.
But after three long years of holding on, during a visit from
Cheryl’s pastor, the wife trusted Christ on her deathbed and
the husband received assurance of his salvation. A week later
the wife died, followed in six months by her husband. They had
continued to suffer because of God’s mercy and patience, who
did not let them go before they were ready for heaven.

Suffering  dispels  the  cloaking  mists  of  inconsequential
distractions of this life and puts things in their proper
perspective. My friend Pete buried his wife a few years ago
after  a  battle  with  Lou  Gehrig’s  disease.  One  morning  I
learned that his car had died on the way to church, and I said
something about what a bummer it was. Pete just shrugged and
said, “This is nothing.” That’s what suffering will do for us.
Trials are light and momentary afflictions . . . but God
redeems them all.
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What Does Trusting God Look
Like?
When friends are frozen by fear and anxiety, I often suggest
they recite Psalm 56:3 over and over: “When I am afraid, I
will trust in You.”

But what does it mean to trust God? What does it look like in
real life? How do we understand how to trust Him?

I recently asked this question on Facebook and was deeply
blessed  by  the  wisdom  and  experience  of  friends  who  have
learned how to trust God in the refining fires of life in a
fallen world.

One scripture reference was cited again and again, probably
the best go-to verse on trusting God, Proverbs 3:5-6:

Trust in the Lord with all your heart,
And do not lean on your own understanding.
In all your ways acknowledge Him,
And He will direct your paths.

Verse 3 is a parallelism, a Hebrew form of idea rhyming, where
two ideas are complementary sides of the same coin, so to
speak. Trusting in the Lord with all your heart means not
leaning on our own understanding. If we’re not leaning on our
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own  understanding,  that  means  leaning  on  God’s
understanding—and His character, and His goodness, and His
love. Acknowledging Him in all our ways means continually
orienting ourselves toward Him the way a plant turns to the
light. And choosing, DELIBERATELY choosing, to refuse to lean
on our own understanding, leaning hard into Him instead.

So trust is a kind of leaning, transferring our weight onto
someone or something else.

I get leaning.

30 years ago I started using a cane because my weak polio leg
was only going to get weaker. It was amazing how much more
instant stability I had. Which is what happens when we lean on
God.

So trusting means CHOOSING.

We  make  one  initial  choice  to  lean  into  God  instead  of
ourselves, especially when life doesn’t make sense, and then
we continue to practice making that choice over and over.

I think there are three aspects of trusting God: Making the
initial choice to trust Him, reminding ourselves of what is
true, and continuing to choose to trust.

Choosing to Trust

Trust starts with a definitive, intentional decision to “step
over the line” by turning from doing things our way, trusting
in  ourselves  and  our  own  understanding,  to  transfer  our
dependence to God. Here’s a word of wisdom concerning not
relying  on  ourselves  and  our  own  understanding  [read:
manipulating]:  “Trust  is  living  without  scheming.”

One wise friend shared, “Trust is the expectation of good
based on the character of God. I remind myself in the middle
of the muddle: ‘This story is not over yet.’”



Have you ever seen scared little children pressing hard into
their parents? It’s what they do to their mommies and daddies
because it’s the nature of emotionally healthy children to
trust their parents, especially when they’re scared.

Pressing hard is a picture of trust.

Trusting happens when we realize, “I am not in control. I
release my illusion of control and give the reins over to the
Lord.”

One friend wrote, “There’s usually a point where you have to
admit you no longer have the reins. For me, I can recall
specific instances where I have said, ‘Lord, whatever will
bring You the most glory . . . [do it.]’ It’s like something
in the spiritual realm is released when we allow God to be God
in our lives.”

I love that she used the word “released.” That is such a
powerful concept. I’m taken to Matthew 11:28-30—“Come to me,
all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest.
Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and
humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my
yoke is easy and my burden is light.” Releasing the weariness
and burden of trying to run our own lives in our own strength
onto Jesus is how we enter His rest, which we only get on the
other side of trusting.

Along the same lines, trusting God looks like relinquishing
worries and anxieties, rolling them over into Jesus’ more-
than-capable hands, and then choosing to leave them there.
(“No, I’m not going to worry about that, I gave it to Jesus on
Tuesday at 3:14 p.m.”)

One of my fellow Bible study leaders shared this gem:

“I learned to swing dance about a year before becoming a
believer and one of the ways my partner and I would practice
was for me to be blindfolded. I had a tendency to anticipate



the moves that he would lead as opposed to letting him lead me
and I was unintentionally hijacking his lead–very often. The
blind fold made me wait, listen, and not anticipate. He was
able to lead me through combinations I would have never been
able to imagine (he was a much more experienced dancer than
me). In my early walk, as I disciplined myself to walk with
the  Lord,  I  would  reflect  on  my  experience  with  dancing
blindfolded and it gave me great courage to trust Him through
things unseen.”

So trusting means choosing with the heart and mind, “I will
follow YOU, Lord!”

One more picture of what trusting God looks like. Several
friends responding to my Facebook post invoked the idea of
clinging to Him, “even when it’s scary and life doesn’t appear
to make sense. Knowing that, even in the hard times, He is
working to perfect us, to grow us, to give us hope, and to
bring glory, through us, to Himself. It means the assurance
that  He  has  the  big  picture  of  His  plan  in  sight  and
everything He allows/ordains for me is a piece of that.”

Maybe nobody understands the concept of “clinging” like the
tourist who discovered his harness wasn’t attached to the
frame of his hang glider. He literally had to hang on to the
frame for dear life for his harrowing two-minute flight.

What a picture of trust as clinging!



Trust is a lovely “holy stubbornness” in clinging to God’s
goodness and sovereignty no matter how we feel, just as the
hang glider stubbornly clung to the frame of his glider.

Reminding Ourselves of What is True

Once we’ve made the choice to trust God, we need to keep on
trusting. The way we build our trust is to remind ourselves,
over and over and over, of trustworthy truths about God:

• God is good.
• He will never leave us.
• He loves us.
• He is in control.
• He never makes mistakes.
• He can be trusted.

The continual process of trusting God is not only speaking the
truth  to  ourselves,  but  reminding  ourselves  of  His
faithfulness in the past. That’s why it’s good to keep a
journal—one friend keeps what she calls her “brag book” about
God. I call mine a “God Sightings Book.” We can also build an
“altar” (something physical that serves as a reminder of what
God did, such as planting a tree).

I  love  what  one  friend  said:  “Trusting  God  means  that  I
actively, willfully refuse to worry and instead I fix my gaze
on Christ and recite to myself Who Scripture reveals Him to
be, His promises, and everything He has already done.”

Another friend has been faithfully slogging through a long
period of not seeing what God is doing: “Trusting God means
trying to keep a posture of ‘open hands, eyes up’ and a
curiosity that has us constantly wondering aloud, ‘What are
you up to, God? We can’t wait to see.’”

I love how she and her husband live out their trust: OK, Lord,
we can trust You or we can freak out and make things happen on
our own. That would be stupid. So let’s go back to thanking



You for the details of how You are proving Yourself faithful
day after day. We trust You by NOT taking matters into our own
hands. We trust You by continuing to wait.

Another friend drew on two different ways for her husband and
her to make it through a particularly tough challenge: “One
was to say out loud and mean it: ‘Lord, we choose to trust in
You  through  this.’”  They  would  also  repeat  2  Chronicles
20:12—”Lord, we don’t know what to do, but our eyes are on
You.”

Continuing to Choose to Trust

So trust starts out as a choice to lean into God instead of
ourselves, and it continues as we remind ourselves of WHAT is
true, and that HE is true.

But trust sinks its roots down deep into our hearts and souls
as we continue to choose dependence on the Lord instead of
ourselves. There has to be an “on-goingness” to real trust,
because it’s not a one-time decision, but an ongoing position
built by continual choices to keep on trusting.

One mama friend was shocked and rocked to learn her baby would
be born with Down Syndrome. She wrote,

“Since having [my daughter], God has grown my trust in Him
immensely.  For  me,  trusting  God  means  to  really  know  His
heart, His goodness, His love for me and my children, and
knowing He has a perfect plan . . .  even when He doesn’t
swoop in and make things easier. Trusting God is a daily
relationship talking, listening, and praying with Him. Even
when  circumstances  don’t  change  and  life  is  and  will  be
difficult. Even when you see your child suffer—trusting Him
looks like having an eternal focus, not an earthly one.

“Trusting Him looks like your 6-month old having heart surgery
and meditating on worship music to remind you of His goodness
and love. It’s choosing him over and over again no matter if



His plan aligns with yours.”

I responded to her, “My takeaway from your absolutely precious
post is that trust can look like a kind of ‘holy stubbornness’
of choosing, over and over, to lash ourselves to a good and
loving God who has proven His faithfulness over and over.
Despite circumstances which only tend to obscure, not define,
ultimate  reality.”  I  love  to  see  evidences  of  that  “holy
stubbornness” in people!

Another friend pointed out that wavering trust can mean going
off-track into the weeds of feelings. (Which are valuable as
indicators of what’s going on in our hearts, but are terrible
indicators of truth! Feelings are like the warning lights on
the dashboards of our cars, but they make awful compasses…)

“When my trust in God wavers even the least little bit, I have
a  tendency  to  lean  toward  my  emotions.  Not  that  emotions
aren’t valid and valuable, but when they begin to lead my
thoughts, it can throw everything haywire. I start believing
lies. The only antidote is seeking and speaking His Truth over
every feeling—I suppose it’s what the Scripture calls “taking
every thought captive.” I love the vivid language there: I can
picture  this  tall  strong  person  (the  statement  of  Truth)
coming up to one of my gone-wild feelings with a pair of
handcuffs and shouting, ‘You’re under arrest!’ I’m a visual
person and sometimes this is what grappling in prayer looks
like for me.”

There is no passivity in trusting God. It’s a very active way
of choosing to think and remember and maintain our position of
dependence on Him. In the book Surrender to Love, David Benner
writes about teaching a group of non-swimmers how to snorkel.
Because they had learned to trust him as a spiritual teacher,
and they had learned the spiritual principle of surrender,
they were willing to enter the water and let go of the side of
the boat. They trusted him when he told them they would float.
They trusted him when he told them they could breathe through



the snorkel without having to lift their heads out of the
water.

Trusting God is like getting out of the boat, donning the
snorkel, and trusting that the water will hold you up while
you breathe with your face in the water.

It’s leaning,

It’s clinging.

It’s releasing and relinquishing into God’s hands.

And, at its core, trusting God is saying, “Thy will be done.”
Enjoy.

This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/what_does_trusting_god_look_

like on November 19, 2019.

A Golf Lesson for Non-Golfers
Jan. 16, 2013

Recently my husband and I, along with two friends, took a
golfing excursion in Jamaica while on a cruise. Two of them
golfed  while  the  other  two  of  us  rode  in  a  cart  taking
pictures of the golfers and the breathtaking beauty of the
mountainous course that provided ocean views from almost every
hole.
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This course required a caddy (a
golfing-savvy  helper)  to
accompany  every  golfer,  and  it
was the first time our friend Pam
had ever golfed with a caddy. She
kept marveling at the Christian
life  lessons  she  was  learning
from  the  specialized  help  she
received throughout the game. At dinner on the last night of
the cruise, the eight people at our table each shared the
highlight of our week; Pam’s was definitely “golfing with a
caddy.”

Pam realized that her experience on the golf course was a
picture of how the Holy Spirit would love to bless us, as a
kind of “internal caddy,” if we would just allow Him to:

Giving instruction: the caddy would suggest ways to shift her
stance, her grip on the club, or the way to swing. When she
followed through on what he said, it helped her game—and it
helped her have more fun.

The Holy Spirit knows the best way to approach and execute
every detail of our lives, and will gently prompt and nudge us
if we will just listen expectantly to His suggestions.

Giving direction: out of his knowledge of the challenging
terrain of the course, the caddy would suggest which club to
use. Sometimes Pam would disregard the suggestion and “lean on
her own understanding” (Prov. 3:5) and it never worked out as
well as when she followed his advice. He never shamed her when
she chose a different club, just allowing the consequences of
her choice to speak far more eloquently.

The Holy Spirit knows the terrain of every step of our journey
through life, and He knows how to direct our paths (Prov.
3:6). As we learn to listen to His voice, He whispers, “This
is the way; walk ye in it” (Is. 30:21). When we quench Him



instead (1 Thess. 5:19), He never shames us; He allows us to
learn from the more painful teacher of consequences.

Encouragement: when Pam made a bad swing, she defaulted to
what many women do, saying, “I’m sorry.” Apologizing for not
being perfect, right? How many times do we do that? Then she
would hear the powerful words of encouragement, “Look, you hit
the ball! Good for you!”

The Holy Spirit is the ultimate encourager, comforter and
counselor. He reminds us of truth from God’s word and will
often whisper (sometimes even thunder!) to us exactly what we
need to hear: things like, “I will take care of you,” “You are
not alone, I am here,” and “I love you.”

Trust: several times, Pam’s caddy would look at her and say,
“Trust me.” He had the confidence of years of experience, but
she had to choose to place herself in his hands by following
his advice. He never steered her wrong.

The Holy Spirit is constantly engineering circumstances that
invite us to trust Him. As I come up on 40 years of walking
with Jesus, it seems to me that every life quiz or test from
God has the same answer: “Trust Me.”

In the space of a five-hours golf game, Pam made some amazing
discoveries about the Christian life that will last for a
long, long time. Instead of a white jumpsuited-clad caddy
helping her golf, her big takeaway was that the indwelling
Holy Spirit wants to be even more involved in every aspect of
her day, her life, her choices, her sorrows, her joys.

Fore!

 

This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/a_golf_lesson_for_non-

golfers
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Maximum Faith
May 31, 2011

How does God transform the lives of Christians? If you think
the answer to that question is easy, perhaps you should talk
with George Barna. Six years after beginning what he assumed
would be a relatively typical research process that sought to
better  understand  how  God  transforms  people’s  lives,  he
discovered he had tackled a deeply challenging and amazingly
revealing journey. The end product was his new book, Maximum
Faith.

After lots of research and exhausting surveys, he was able to
describe what he calls ten stop points on the journey to
wholeness. Stop 1 is ignorance of the concept or existence of
sin. Millions of people grow up oblivious to the fact that God
exists and that we have a sin nature. Stop 2 is an awareness
and indifference to sin. As life goes on, people gain exposure
to the idea of sin, but many do not accept it as valid or
significant. Stop 3 is concerned about the implications of
personal sin. And stop 4 is a decision to confess sin and ask
Jesus Christ to be savior. It is worth noting that about 2/3rd
of Americans are stuck in one of these four stops.

Stop 5 is a commitment to faith activities. A believer gets
involved in church activities (church service, Sunday School
classes, etc.). Another quarter of Americans are at this stop.
This means that nearly 90 percent of Americans are stuck at
one  of  the  first  five  stops  and  are  not  therefore  not
experiencing  the  other  five  stops  that  George  Barna  has
identified.

Stop 6 is a prolonged period of spiritual discontent. Stop 7
is an experience of personal brokenness. Stop 8 is a decision
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to surrender and submit fully to God. Stop 9 is enjoying a
profound  intimacy  with  the  love  for  God.  And  stop  10  is
experiencing a profound compassion and love for humanity.

It is worth noting that only a fraction of a percent find
themselves in these last two stops. In general, Christians in
America are not experiencing what God intends for them. Put
another way, most Christians are captive to the culture and
therefore unwilling to seek godliness. I’m Kerby Anderson, and
that’s my point of view.

“Trusting  God  a  Joke  Since
Wicked Prosper, Godly Suffer”
I write to you feeling perturbed about God. At times I really
wonder the question of His existence.

I would appreciate if you could enlighten me in the area of
trusting in God. I find it hard to trust Him nowadays. I trust
in Him to provide financially, but instead I receive more
financial  problems.  I  see  sinners  who  are  ruthless  and
despicable earning tons of money, curse Him with the very
breath He gave them. What a joke! His children suffered in
hunger and He dared to claim that He will not allowed the
righteous  to  suffer  hunger.  Sometimes  when  I  see  how  He
blessed those rogues, I told myself where is His logic? Of
course  He  hopes  that  by  showing  mercy,  these  crooks  will
repent, then how about His children who are suffering hunger?
You mean God enjoys people cursing Him so that He could bless
them? Then I think His children will begin to curse and swear
at Him.

I poured my hope on Him in several areas of my life. He said
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that whoever called upon the name of the Lord shall not be put
to shame. I trusted Him time and time again in some areas of
my life such as my career, my family problems etc. But none of
them came true for me. Instead my feeling right now that He is
a cheat and I feel more ashamed trusting Him. What a joke!

I thought to myself, if He cannot even keep up His promise as
Jehovah Jireh, our providence, that can meet our needs on
earth, how can we trust Him for our salvation?

My pastor emphasized a lot on His grace and prosperity. I
believe wholeheartedly but now I feel very cheated by such
messages. I felt worse than Job, he suffered but at least God
restored him eventually. I felt like a fool believing in a
book that was claimed to be written by Him.

Jesus came to give us life so that we can have life more
abundantly. Now instead of having life more abundantly, I
guess it should be read as a bums life. A life that is cheap
and useless comparable to the fate of a bum.

I winced when I read that your pastor emphasizes prosperity.
If it’s the same kind of prosperity theology that some preach
here in the U.S. that God wants to lavish good stuff on His
kids, including health and lots of money and whatever our
hearts desire then no wonder you are disillusioned with Him.
We believe this is a false gospel and it leads believers to
stumble because it teaches a lie about God.

God is concerned about His glory, and about us having a close,
intimate  relationship  with  Him  (the  second  produces  the
first). Making us or keeping us comfortable usually doesn’t
result in God getting the glory or in a close, dependent
relationship with Him, because it’s so easy to cherish the
gifts instead of the giver.

So, because of false teaching, it is quite possible that you
had unrealistic expectations of a God who is not the same God
of  the  scriptures  a  God  who  is  holy,  just,  righteous,



sovereign, and not at all committed to jumping through our
hoops. And then you blame God for not being faithful or good,
correct?

But because God IS good and because He loves us so much, He
only acts in our best interests. If our prayers are for things
that are not in our best interest, He will not grant our
requests (or our demands). Which is why I think Philippians
4:6-7 is so incredibly important: God wants us to let our
requests be made known to Him with thanksgiving. However He
chooses to answer, when we give thanks, we are relinquishing
our illusion of control and expressing our belief that He is
sovereign and He knows what He’s doing.

I learned this important (and now precious to me) lesson the
hard way when He kept saying “no” to the huge prayer of my
heart for physical healing. I invite you to read my story, How
to Handle the Things You Hate But Can’t Change.

Blessings,

Sue Bohlin

[Editor’s Note: The inquirer shares the frustrations of the
psalmists in seeing the rich and ruthless get off apparently
scot-free, seemingly unnoticed by a God who promises justice
and  blessings.  This  quandary  is  nothing  new,  but  it  is
significant  that  a  sovereign  God  would  allow  it  into  the
Scriptures it would make God look bad if there were no bigger,
truer picture as explained briefly above. See for reference:
Psalm 73: 2-12.

Regarding the inquirer’s reference to Psalm 37: 25-2 about the
righteous never being forsaken or their children begging for
bread, Hard Sayings of the Bible, by Walter C. Kaiser, Jr. and
others, explains, “David must surely have seen good people in
great difficulties! But this misses the psalmist’s point. He
did  not  question  that  the  righteous  may  be  temporarily
forsaken, needy and poor. Rather, he observed that nowhere can
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it be shown that the righteous have experienced continued
desertion and destitution…. The point is this: in the long
haul, God does not forsake his own whether they have little or
much; their children will be blessed! (pages 267-268).” Hard
Sayings of the Bible also addresses the issues of why the
godly so frequently suffer and the ungodly seem so prosperous
related to Psalm 73. For another Probe perspective on how
Psalm 73 helps us deal with the problem of evil, please see
Dr. Ray Bohlin’s article “Where Was God on September 11?”]

© 2008 Probe Ministries

7  Questions  Skeptics  Ask  –
Radio Transcript
Rusty  Wright  considers  some  common  questions  skeptics  ask
about our belief in Christianity.  He shows us how to answer
these questions from an informed biblical worldview.

Questions of Faith
Picture  the  scene.  You’re  discussing  your  faith  with  a
coworker  or  neighbor,  perhaps  over  lunch  or  coffee.  You
explain your beliefs but your friend has questions:

How could a loving God allow evil and suffering? The Bible is
full of contradictions. What about people who’ve never heard
of Jesus?

How do you feel about these questions and objections? Anxious?
Confused? Defensive? Combative?

Sensitively  and  appropriately  answering  questions  that
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skeptics ask you can be an important part of helping them to
consider  Jesus.  Peter  told  us,  “In  your  hearts  set  apart
Christ  as  Lord.  Always  be  prepared  to  give  an  answer  to
everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you
have. But do this with gentleness and respect.”{1} This series
looks at seven common questions skeptics ask and gives you
some pointers on how to respond. Consider first a story.

As the flight from Chicago to Dallas climbed in the sky, I
became engrossed in conversation with the passenger to my
left. “Aimee,” a French businesswoman, asked me about my work.
On learning I was a Christian communicator, she related that a
professing Christian had signed a contract with her, attempted
to lead her to Christ, then later deceitfully undercut her.
“How could a Christian do such a thing?” she asked.

I told her that Christians weren’t perfect, that some fail
miserably, that many are honest and caring, but that it is
Jesus  we  ultimately  trust.  Aimee  asked  question  after
question: How can you believe the Bible? Why do Christians say
there is only one way to God? How does one become a Christian?

I tried to answer her concerns tactfully and explained the
message of grace as clearly as I could. Stories I told of
personal pain seemed to open her up to consider God’s love for
her. She did not come to Christ in that encounter, but she
seemed to leave it with a new understanding.

Hurting  people  everywhere  need  God.  Many  are  open  to
considering  Him,  but  they  often  have  questions  they  want
answered  before  they  are  willing  to  accept  Christ.  As
Christian communicators seek to blend grace with truth,{2} an
increasing  number  of  skeptics  may  give  an  ear  and  become
seekers or believers.

As you interact with skeptics, compliment them where you can.
Jesus complimented the skeptical Nathanael for his pursuit of
truth.{3} Listen to their concerns. Your listening ear speaks



volumes. It may surprise you to learn that your attitude can
be just as important as what you know.

Dealing with Objections
How do you deal with questions and objections to faith that
your friends may pose?

When  I  was  a  skeptical  student,  my  sometimes-relentless
questions gave my Campus Crusade for Christ friends at Duke
University  plenty  of  practice!  I  wanted  to  know  if
Christianity was true. After trusting Christ as Savior, I
still had questions.

Bob Prall, the local Campus Crusade director, took interest in
me. At first his answers irritated me, but as I thought them
through they began to make sense. For two years I followed him
around  campus,  watching  him  interact.  Today,  as  I  am
privileged to encounter inquisitive people around the globe,
much of my speech and manner derive from my mentor.

Consider some guidelines. Pray for wisdom, for His love for
inquirers{4} and for your questioner’s heart. If appropriate,
briefly share the gospel first. The Holy Spirit may draw your
friends to Christ. Don’t push, though. It may be best to
answer their questions first.

Some  questions  may  be  intellectual  smokescreens.  Once  a
Georgia Tech philosophy professor peppered me with questions,
which I answered as best I could.

Then I asked him, If I could answer all your questions to your
satisfaction, would you put your life in Jesus’ hands? His
reply: “[Expletive deleted] no!”

Okay. This first objection is one you might have heard:

1. It doesn’t matter what you believe as long as you are
sincere.



I once gave a speech arguing for this proposition. Later, I
reconsidered.  In  the  1960s,  many  women  took  the  drug
thalidomide seeking easier pregnancies. Often they delivered
deformed babies. Sincerely swallowing two white pills may cure
your headache if the pills are aspirin. If they are roach
poison, results may differ.

After discussing this point, a widely respected psychologist
told me, “I guess a person could be sincere in what he or she
believed, but be sincerely wrong.” Ultimately faith is only as
valid as its object. Jesus demonstrated by His life, death and
resurrection that He is a worthy object for faith.{5}

Focus on Jesus. Bob Prall taught me to say, “I don’t have
answers to every question. But if my conclusion about Jesus is
wrong, I have a bigger problem. What do I do with the evidence
for  His  resurrection,  His  deity  and  the  prophecies  He
fulfilled? And what do I do with changed lives, including my
own?”

I  don’t  have  complete  answers  to  every  concern  you  will
encounter,  but  in  what  follows  I’ll  outline  some  short
responses that might be useful.

The second question is:

2. Why is there evil and suffering?

Sigmund Freud called religion an illusion that humans invent
to satisfy their security needs. To him, a benevolent, all-
powerful God seemed incongruent with natural disasters and
human evil.

God, though sovereign, gave us freedom to follow Him or to
disobey Him. Oxford scholar C.S. Lewis estimated that eighty
percent of human suffering stems from human choice. Lewis
called pain “God’s megaphone” that alerts us to our need for
Him.{6} This response does not answer all concerns (because
God sometimes does intervene to thwart evil) but it suggests



that the problem of evil is not as great an intellectual
obstacle to belief as some imagine.

Pain’s  emotional  barrier  to  belief,  however,  remains
formidable. When I see God, items on my long list of questions
for Him will include a painful and unwanted divorce, betrayal
by trusted coworkers, and all sorts of disappointing human
behavior and natural disasters. Yet in Jesus’ life, death, and
resurrection{7} I have seen enough to trust Him when He says
He “causes all things to work together for good to those who
love God.”{8}

3. What about those who never hear of Jesus?

Moses said, “The secret things belong to the LORD.{9} Some
issues may remain mysteries. Gods perfect love and justice far
exceed our own. Whatever He decides will be loving and fair.
One  can  make  a  case  that  God  will  make  the  necessary
information available to someone who wants to know Him. An
example:  Cornelius,  a  devout  military  official.  The  New
Testament records that God assigned Peter to tell him about
Jesus.{10}

A friend once told me that many asking this question seek a
personal loophole, a way so they wont need to believe in
Christ. That statement angered me, but it also described me.
C.S. Lewis in Mere Christianity wrote, “If you are worried
about  the  people  outside  [of  faith  in  Christ],  the  most
unreasonable  thing  you  can  do  is  to  remain  outside
yourself.”{11}  If  Christianity  is  true,  the  most  logical
behavior for someone concerned about those without Christ’s
message would be to trust Christ and go tell them about Him.

Here’s a tip: When someone asks you a difficult question, if
you don’t know the answer, admit it. Many skeptics appreciate
honesty. Don’t bluff. It’s dishonest and often detectable.

4. What about all the contradictions in the Bible?



Ask your questioner for specific examples of contradictions.
Often people have none, but rely on hearsay. If there is a
specific example, consider these guidelines as you respond.

Omission does not necessarily create contradiction. Luke, for
example,  writes  of  two  angels  at  Jesus’  tomb  after  the
Resurrection.{12} Matthew mentions “an angel.”{13} Is this a
contradiction?  If  Matthew  stated  that  only  one  angel  was
present, the accounts would be dissonant. As it stands, they
can be harmonized.

Differing accounts aren’t necessarily contradictory. Matthew
and Luke, for example, differ in their accounts of Jesus’
birth. Luke records Joseph and Mary starting in Nazareth,
traveling to Bethlehem (Jesus’ birthplace), and returning to
Nazareth.{14} Matthew starts with Jesus’ birth in Bethlehem,
relates the family’s journey to Egypt to escape King Herod’s
rage, and recounts their travel to Nazareth after Herod’s
death.{15} The Gospels never claim to be exhaustive records.
Biographers  must  be  selective.  The  accounts  seem
complementary,  not  contradictory.

Time precludes more complex examples here. But time and again,
supposed biblical problems fade in light of logic, history,
and  archaeology.  The  Bible’s  track  record  under  scrutiny
argues for its trustworthiness.

5. Isn’t Christianity just a psychological crutch?

My mentor Bob Prall has often said, “If Christianity is a
psychological crutch, then Jesus Christ came because there was
an epidemic of broken legs.” Christianity claims to meet real
human needs such as those for forgiveness, love, identity and
self-acceptance. We might describe Jesus not as a crutch but
an iron lung, essential for life itself.

Christian  faith  and  its  benefits  can  be  described  in
psychological terms but that does not negate its validity.
“Does it work?” is not the same question as, “Is it true?”



Evidence  supports  Christianity’s  truthfulness,  so  we  would
expect it to work in individual lives, as millions attest.

A caution as you answer questions: Don’t offer “proof” but
rather evidences for faith. “Proof” can imply an airtight
case,  which  you  don’t  have.  Aim  for  certainty  “beyond  a
reasonable doubt,” just as an attorney might in court.

Don’t quarrel. Lovingly and intelligently present evidence to
willing listeners, not to win arguments but to share good
news. Be kind and gentle.{16} Your life and friendship can
communicate powerfully.

6. How can Jesus be the only way to God?

When I was in secondary school, a recent alumnus visited,
saying  he  had  found  Christ  at  Harvard.  I  respected  his
character and tact and listened intently. But I could not
stomach Jesus’ claim that “I am the way, and the truth, and
the life; no one comes to the Father but through Me.”{17} That
seemed way too narrow.

Two years later, my spiritual and intellectual journey had
changed my view. The logic that drew me (reluctantly) to his
position involves three questions:

• If God exists, could there be only one way to reach Him? To
be open-minded, I had to admit this possibility.

• Why consider Jesus as a candidate for that possible one
way?  He  claimed  it.  His  plan  of  rescuing  humans  “by
grace…through faith… not…works”{18} was distinct from those
requiring works, as many other religions do. These two kinds
of systems were mutually exclusive. Both could be false or
either could be true, but both could not be true.

•  Was  Jesus’  plan  true?  Historical  evidence  for  His
resurrection, fulfilled prophecy{19} and deity, and for the
reliability of the New Testament{20} convinced me I could



trust His words.

One more common objection:

7. I could never take the blind leap of faith that believing
in Christ requires.

We exercise faith every day. Few of us comprehend everything
about electricity or aerodynamics, but we have evidence of
their validity. Whenever we use electric lights or airplanes,
we  exercise  faith  not  blind  faith,  but  faith  based  on
evidence. Christians act similarly. The evidence for Jesus is
compelling, so one can trust Him on that basis.

As you respond to inquirers, realize that many barriers to
faith are emotional rather than merely intellectual.

As a teenager, I nearly was expelled from secondary school for
some  problems  I  helped  create.  In  my  pain  and  anger  I
wondered, “Why would God allow this to happen?” I was mad at
God! In retrospect, I realize I was blaming Him for my own bad
choices. My personal anguish at the time kept me from seeing
that.

Your questioners may be turned off because Christians haven’t
acted  like  Jesus.  Maybe  they’re  angry  at  God  because  of
personal illness, a broken relationship, a loved one’s death,
or personal pain. Ask God for patience and love as you seek to
blend grace with truth. He may use you to help skeptics become
seekers and seekers become His children. I hope He does.

Notes

1. 1 Peter 3:15 NIV.

2. John 1:14.

3. John 1:45-47.

4. Romans 9:1-3; 10:1.
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Was  God  on  September  11?”  2002,
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9. Deuteronomy 29:29 NASB.

10. Acts 10.

11. C.S. Lewis, “The Case for Christianity,” reprinted from
Mere Christianity; in The Best of C.S. Lewis (Grand Rapids:
Baker Book House, 1969), 449. The Case for Christianity is
copyright 1947 by The Macmillan Company.

12. Luke 24:1-9.

13. Matthew 28:1-8.
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19. A summary of some of the prophesies Jesus fulfilled is at
Rusty Wright, “Are You Listening? Do You Hear What I Hear?”
2004,  www.probe.org/are-you-listening-do-you-hear-what-i-
hear/.

20. A summary of evidences for New Testament reliability is at
Rusty Wright and Linda Raney Wright, “The New Testament: Can I
Trust  It?”  1976,
www.probe.org/the-new-testament-can-i-trust-it/.

Adapted from Rusty Wright, “7 Questions Skeptics Ask,” Moody
Magazine, March/April 2002. Copyright 2002 Rusty Wright. Used
by permission. All rights reserved.
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Animal  House  Revisited:
Fraternity Fosters Faith
College fraternities don’t always have the best reputations.
Wild parties, hazing, elitism, substance abuse, gang rapes and
more help perpetuate the Animal House image that the film of
the same name portrayed. Parents — and many students — might
wonder why any sane person ever would want to join.

Though the weaknesses of university Greek-letter societies are
often what grab headlines, numerous national fraternities and
sororities try hard to change both their image and substance.
Believe it or not, many were founded to promote character
development and strong cultural values and are seeking to
return to their roots.

For example, my own fraternity, Lambda Chi Alpha, has a vision
“…to prepare and encourage collegiate men of good character,
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high ethics, and noble ideals to contribute positively to the
world in which they live.” Lambda Chi’s annual North American
Food Drive has raised over 10.5 million pounds of food for the
needy since 1993.

The liability crisis is one factor motivating “Greeks” to
focus on character. In today’s litigious society, a tragic
injury or death can prompt lawsuits that could put them out of
business. Moderating local behavior helps perpetuate national
survival.

But there is more going on here than mere survival. Often top
leaders of national Greek organizations are deeply committed
citizens who seek to live by and promote the principles their
groups espouse.

Many Greek organizations were founded on biblical or quasi-
biblical principles. Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) is one of the more
prominent  fraternities  with  over  240  active  and  inactive
chapters  and  over  6,000  undergraduate  members.  ATO  chief
executive  officer  Wynn  Smiley  told  me  of  his  group’s
convictions.

It seems that ATO was founded in 1865 by a 19-year-old former
Confederate soldier who wanted to promote brotherly love as a
means of helping to reconcile North and South after the U.S.
Civil War. The organization that young Otis Allan Glazebrook
founded was not religious but sought to foster reconciliation
and brotherhood based on the self-sacrifice and unconditional
love demonstrated by Jesus.

Smiley  and  his  colleagues  emphasize  these  roots  in  their
recruitment and educational development. “Jesus made the most
radical statements on love,” notes Smiley. An example: “You
have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor and hate your
enemy.’ But I tell you: Love your enemies and pray for those
who persecute you….”

Allen Wilson is ATO’s Spiritual Leadership Consultant. Most



chapters have chaplains and Wilson travels to help encourage
spiritual development. ATO even has a devotional book with
inspirational  articles  by  alumni  and  others  on  practical
themes  like  character,  trust,  humility,  truth,  servant
leadership and persevering through disappointment.

Smiley  readily  admits  that  not  every  member  or  chapter
exemplifies  such  values.  But  he  points  out  that  hidden
personal hurts — from family illness to depression — plus
students’ concerns for their own future, ethical dilemmas and
faith raise questions that “brothers practicing brotherly love
should  help  each  other  explore.”  He  says  that  “ATO  is
committed to talking about issues of faith” and to providing
“a  loving,  trusting  environment  for  brothers  to  explore,
discuss,  argue  and  perhaps  even  on  occasion  resolve
questions.”

He is onto something significant here. Animal House, meet the
competition.

Shark  Victim  Surfer  Girl’s
Simple Faith
Bethany  Hamilton  looks  like  any  fun-loving  young  American
teenager—bright eyed, smiling, excited about what she enjoys
doing.  She’s  athletic,  attractive,  trim,  tanned  and
blonde—qualities that in this culture can open many doors.

But Bethany faces a special challenge that many her age do
not. She is missing her left arm just below the shoulder, lost
to a shark attack while surfing in Hawaii in the fall of 2003.
The 1,500-pound tiger shark also chomped a huge chunk from her
surfboard. She’s fortunate to be alive.

https://probe.org/shark-victim-surfer-girls-simple-faith/
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Bethany, who lives on Kauai, was the state’s top-ranked female
amateur  surfer  before  the  attack.  Such  a  loss  might  seem
devastating. USA Today reports that Bethany seems undismayed.
Merely  three  months  after  the  mishap,  she  was  surfing
competitively again. She aims to be among the world’s best
surfers.

Rather than hiding her left arm under clothing, she displays
it in tank tops and calls it “Stumpy.” When her prosthetic
turned out to be too light in color to match her suntan, she
nicknamed it Haole Girl, slang for a non-Hawaiian. She peels
tangerines by holding them between her feet and using her
right hand.

How  to  account  for  her  bright  spirits?  Determination  and
dedication seem part of her makeup. But is there something
more?

Her dad gives a clue. “She’s not suffering,” Tom Hamilton told
the newspaper. “Somehow God gave Bethany an amazing amount of
grace in this. I am in awe. She never says, ‘Why me?'”

Bethany confirms her father’s analysis: “This was God’s plan
for my life, and I’m going to go with it… I might not be here
if I hadn’t asked for God’s help.”

This surfer girl’s simple faith astounds observers. She has
become a media darling—with TV appearances on Oprah, 20/20 and
Good Morning America. Book and movie offers have come. She
threw out the first pitch for baseball’s Oakland Athletics on
opening day. Through it all, her family ties remain strong.

Her optimism echoes that of an early follower of Jesus, Paul,
whose  life-experience  log  included  unjust  imprisonments,
beatings, stoning, shipwrecks and social ostracism. He was
convinced that “God causes everything to work together for the
good of those who love” Him.

Life can throw many curve balls: serious illness, accidents,



terrorism,  domestic  strife,  employment  hassles,  theft  and
more.  Answers  to  “Why  me?”  and  “What  to  do?”  are  often
complex. Accompanying feelings of fear, confusion, grief or
despair should not be ignored or minimized.

But perhaps a perspective that includes God in the picture can
be a starting place for coping. Maybe the surfer girl’s belief
and trust have something valuable to say to a society filled
with pain and risk.

During  a  winter  New  York  City  media  tour,  Bethany
spontaneously gave her ski jacket to a homeless girl sitting
on a Times Square subway grate, then called off a shopping
spree, citing her own material abundance.

Something  very  significant  is  happening  in  this  young
athlete’s  life.  Watch  for  more.

© 2004 Rusty Wright

The Sovereignty of God
Rick  Wade  helps  us  understand  the  full  meaning  of  the
sovereignty  of  God  highlighting  its  immense  practical
importance. If God is truly sovereign, then what He says He
will do, He can and will bring to pass. It is the choice of
our sovereign God to endow us with free will and as sovereign
He can make it so without limiting His sovereign power. God
has promised us a glorious future and He has the power and the
resolve to make it happen.

This article is also available in Spanish. 

https://probe.org/the-sovereignty-of-god/
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What’s the Issue?
In whom or in what do people place their trust these days?
Money? Their social group? Themselves? Some use exercise to
improve their physical, mental, and emotional well-being and
maybe even add years to their lives. Some look to spiritual
practices, or work for a safer environment. Such things have
their proper place, but should they be our source or sources
of confidence? We all live with a basic insecurity that causes
us to look for something stable to hold onto. It is obvious
that there are forces in this world stronger than we are, some
of which have no concern for our welfare. So we latch on to
something that will see us through whatever problems might
come our way.

Although  Christians  are  to  attend  to  their  financial,
physical, and social welfare (among other things), they are
look to God ultimately for their security. We’re derided by
some  for  seeking  a  “crutch”  or  a  “security  blanket,”  but
everyone  looks  for  support  in  one  place  or  another.  The
question is, Which crutch or security blanket is true and
sufficient for our needs? Christians look to the true God Who
has promised to be our “help in times of trouble.”

Because of our different personalities and situations in life,
we look for different things in God. What do you want in a
God? What do you need in a God? Love? Justice? Mercy? No
matter what we might need in a God, if that God lacks one
particular thing, the others will do little good. That is the
power to “pull it off,” to exercise His love, justice, and
mercy, and to do all the things He says He will do without
opposition powerful enough to deter Him. We need our God to be
sovereign; to be, as Arthur Pink said, “the Almighty, the
Possessor of all power in heaven and earth, so that none can
defeat  His  counsels,  thwart  His  purpose,  or  resist  His
will.”{1}

Often when the subject of God’s sovereignty comes up among



Christians, it’s in the context of the sovereignty/free will
debate. Although I will address that matter at a later point,
my desire is that we will see the sovereignty of God as a
foundation  for  confidence  rather  than  simply  a  topic  for
debate.

God’s sovereignty has immense practical importance. For one
thing, it makes Him our proper object of worship. He is the
almighty, omnipotent God, the creator and sustainer of all
that exists. There is none higher, none more worthy of worship
and honor.

For another thing, that God is sovereign means He can be
counted on, for nothing can stand against Him. He can be
counted on for our salvation. He can be counted on to carry us
through times of difficulty such that nothing touches us that
is not in keeping with His desires for us. And He can be
counted on to keep all the promises He has made to us.

Characteristics of Sovereignty
What does the Bible say about God that causes us to believe He
is sovereign? For one thing, God is called by names that
convey the meaning of sovereignty. In the Old Testament, He is
called Adonay. Second Samuel 7:22 in the NIV reads: “How great
you are, O Sovereign Lord! There is no one like you, and there
is no God but you, as we have heard with our own ears.” In the
New Testament, God is called despotēs, from which we get our
word “despot.” This word “denotes the lord as owner and master
in the spheres of family and public life.” The term is usually
used over against the word doulos or “slave.”{2} In Rev. 6:10
we read where those slain for their testimony “called out in a
loud voice, ‘How long, Sovereign Lord, holy and true, until
you judge the inhabitants of the earth and avenge our blood?'”

Another  thing  we  see  in  Scripture  is  that  God  has
characteristics that call for ascribing sovereignty to Him.



First, God exercises rightful authority. He has the right to
do  with  the  creation  what  He  desires  because  it  is  His
creation. He also is active in His creation, contrary to the
deistic understanding which is that God created the universe
but then left it to run according to natural laws with little
or no intervention on His part.

Second, God has the power to do what He desires with His
universe.  “All  the  peoples  of  the  earth  are  regarded  as
nothing,” Daniel wrote. “He does as he pleases with the powers
of heaven and the peoples of the earth. No one can hold back
his hand or say to him: What have you done?'” (4:35).

Third, God has the knowledge required to rule over all. He
knows what’s going on, and exactly what needs to be done. He
knows the past, present, and future perfectly.

Fourth, God has the will to do what He desires. He does what
He says He will do. (Is. 46:9, 10; 55:11)

Biblical Examples
These attributes are seen in both the Old and New Testaments.
In the Old Testament, for example, God showed His sovereignty
in the experience of Moses and the Israelites in the exodus
from Egypt. He showed His authority when He simply stepped in
and told Moses what He would do for His people and later when
He overrode Pharaoh’s ruling and showed who was really in
charge. He demonstrated His power by turning Moses’ staff into
a serpent; by making Moses’ hand leprous and then healing it;
through sending the plagues upon the Egyptians; and then by
parting the sea before the fleeing Israelites. “By this you
shall know that I am the LORD,” He said (Ex. 7:17). God had
perfect knowledge of the plight of the Israelites (3:7, 9),
and He knew what He would do with and for them (3:12, 19, 20,
22). Finally, He was faithful to His promises; His will was
not thwarted.



God showed His sovereign rule in the New Testament as well in
the experience of Mary. He showed His authority over this
young woman when He simply stepped into her life and told her
what He was going to do (Lk. 1:26ff). He claimed to have the
power to do what He desired: “For nothing will be impossible
with God,” said the angel (v. 37). God knew Mary (v. 30), and
He knew what her future held because He had plans for Her (vv.
31, 35). And He faithfully fulfilled His promises, according
to His will, as Mary knew He would (1:42; 2:6, 7; see also her
exclamation of praise in 1:49-55).

These are only two of numerous illustrations of the sovereign
authority  of  God  in  Scripture.  We  can  read  about  similar
demonstrations in the lives of other people such as Job (Job
38-41; 42:2), Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. 4:31, 32, 34-35), Joseph
(Gen. 50:20), and Jesus (Acts 2:23, 24). And that’s just a
small sampling.

But God’s sovereign rule didn’t end with the writing of the
Bible. The God who is the same yesterday, today, and forever
is still sovereignly active in His creation. God is “the only
Sovereign, the King of kings and the Lord of lords” who will
draw history as we know it to a close with the coming of
Christ “at the proper time” (1 Tim. 6:15). He determines the
times and boundaries of nations (Acts 17:26). Not only did He
create all things, Paul writes that “in Him all things hold
together” (Col. 2:17). Notice the present tense in Eph. 1:11
which says that God is the one “who works all things after the
counsel of His will.”

Sovereignty and Free Will
The problem of the tension between God’s sovereign control and
man’s  free  will  is  a  perennial  one  among  Christians,
especially theology students! While this is an interesting
debate (to some), it easily overshadows any discussion of the
benefits of God’s sovereignty. Battle lines are drawn and the



debate commences, with the result that sovereignty becomes a
matter of contention rather than one of comfort. Nonetheless,
it seems inappropriate to ignore the issue in a discussion of
sovereignty. So I’ll offer just a few comments, not to attempt
to settle the issue, but to bring a few points to light for
you the reader to consider.

From  our  previous  discussion,  we  already  have  a  basic
understanding of what sovereignty is. What about free will?
Note that here we aren’t talking about the freedom that comes
when we are released from the power of sin through faith in
Christ. According to Scripture, we are enslaved to whichever
master we choose to follow. But to be “enslaved” to Christ is
to be free to be and do what we were made to be and do.

We’re talking here about freedom of the will, the ability to
choose or determine one’s actions without coercion. Because
one’s actions are so strongly influenced by one’s upbringing,
religious beliefs, circumstances of life, etc., our situation
can never be one of complete indeterminacy. {3} Thus, the
issue at hand doesn’t pit completely free will against God’s
control. It really is over our ability to make uncoerced,
significant choices for which we can be held responsible: it
is about God’s sovereignty and human responsibility.

Just as we read of a God in control of the history of His
creation throughout Scripture, we also observe people making
choices for which they are either rewarded or punished. It
seems clear enough in Scripture that we are able to make
uncoerced choices. Jesus bewailed the condition of Jerusalem
in  His  day:  “How  often  I  wanted  to  gather  your  children
together, the way a hen gathers her chicks under her wings,”
He said, “and you were unwilling” (Matt. 23:37). The Jews are
blamed for their choice–or lack of it. We’re even commanded to
make choices: “Choose this day whom you will serve,” Joshua
commanded (24:15). Jesus told us to “repent and believe the
gospel” (Mk. 1:15) as if we could choose to do so. Abraham
received what God had promised because he chose to obey God



(Gen. 22:15-18).

But if we have this freedom to choose, how can God be truly
sovereign over the course of history? What a conundrum!

One principle that absolutely must remain paramount is that
Scripture is our final authority, not reason. This isn’t to
say the scriptural position is against reason; it’s merely an
affirmation that our reason is not up to fully grasping God
and His ways. We have to make do with what He tells us; all
speculation beyond that is merely–well, speculation.

What do we read in the Bible? We read that both God is in
control and that we can be legitimately held responsible for
our choices. And we don’t have to find one verse in support of
one and another verse in support of the other! In Gen. 50: 20,
Joseph said to his brothers who sold him into slavery, “As for
you, you meant evil against me, but God meant it for good, to
bring it about that many people should be kept alive, as they
are today.” Peter rebuked the Jews at Pentecost: “This Jesus,
delivered up according to the definite plan and foreknowledge
of God, you crucified and killed by the hands of lawless men,”
he said (Acts 2:23). That the executioners bore at least some
of the guilt is clear from the fact that Jesus asked for their
forgiveness on the cross (Lk. 23:34). In Isaiah we read that
it was God who sent the Assyrians to punish Judah, but then
punished them for doing it with the wrong attitude (10:5-15)!

This issue typically arises in discussions of the matter of
election to salvation. Jesus and the apostles made the offer
as though listeners (or readers) could accept it or reject it.
God  doesn’t  play  games;  it  would  make  the  whole  call  to
repentance and salvation a farce if our choice had nothing to
do with it. We’re told to “repent and believe in the Gospel,”
(Mk. 1:15). But we’re also told that it is God who chooses
(cf. Jn. 15:16; Rom. 9:14-22).

This duality is also seen in our prayer life. We’re taught



that all things come to pass according to God’s will, but also
that our prayers make a difference. Paul said that God “works
all things according to the counsel of his will” (Eph. 1:11).
But through Ezekiel God said, “I sought for a man among them
who should build up the wall and stand in the breach before me
for the land, that I should not destroy it, but I found none.
Therefore I have poured out my indignation upon them” (22:30,
31). Someone might say that it is God who inclines us to pray,
but that doesn’t diminish the fact that we can be scolded for
not praying as though the responsibility were ours to do so
(James 4:2).

People who spend much time thinking about this matter tend to
lean  more  heavily  to  one  side  than  to  the  other.  It’s
important to note, however, that we do not lose a bit of
tension  by  emphasizing  one  over  the  other–either  God’s
sovereignty or man’s free will. If we overemphasize God’s
sovereignty,  there  is  the  difficulty  of  understanding  the
judgment of God of those who weren’t elected.{4} How does this
mesh  with  the  scriptural  teaching  that  God  doesn’t  show
favoritism, or to the command to love all people, even our
enemies? On the other hand, if we overemphasize man’s free
will, how can a man ever be saved? “An excessively narrow
Arminianism,” says Mark Hanna, “lapses into synergism (the
union  of  human  effort  or  will  with  divine  grace).”  It
diminishes the enslaving power of sin, and it gives us the
power to limit God. {5}

Because of these tensions, I’m inclined to agree with Donald
Carson who says that “the sovereignty-responsibility tension
is not a problem to be solved; rather it is a framework to be
explored.”{6} It is an issue that I personally have had to let
stand without any real hopes for final resolution. Some might
consider this an “easy out,” but I’m content to see this as
one of the “secret things” spoken of in Dt. 29:29.

However, that doesn’t mean the matter of God’s sovereignty
isn’t important. As I see it, the important question is, How



shall I live with both biblical truths in view: that God is
sovereign over all, and that I will be held responsible for my
choices? I think the old hymn “Trust and Obey” sums it up. I
have  been  given  the  responsibility  to  obey  God.  But  I’m
thankful  that  the  final  burden  of  accomplishing  His  will
doesn’t rest on me! For that, I am to trust Him. This is the
crux of the sovereignty-responsibility issue as far as I’m
concerned. While we have the ability and responsibility to
choose,  we  can  have  confidence  that  God’s  plan  will  be
accomplished, that His promises will be fulfilled, and that in
the end, everything is going to turn out just right.

The Significance of Sovereignty for Our
Lives
Let’s  wind  up  this  brief  overview  with  a  look  at  some
applications  of  God’s  sovereignty  in  our  lives.

First, that God is sovereign makes clear who is to be the
focus of our worship. All glory goes to Him. To Jesus “be
glory and dominion forever and ever. Amen,” John said (Rev.
1:6). “Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, to receive power and
wealth and wisdom and might and honor and glory and blessing!”
(5:12)  the  angels  sang.  When  we  worship  individually  and
corporately, our eyes should be on the sovereign God rather
than on ourselves. Although we will share in the glories of
Christ (Rom. 8:17; 2 Thes. 2:14; 1 Pet. 5:1), God will not
give His glory away to another (Is. 42:8; 48:11). He is the
One who should get all the credit.

That God is sovereign means that God’s redemptive purposes
will not be thwarted. He will build His church (Matt. 16:18),
and we can know we are part of it. Nothing can separate us
from His love (Rom. 8:38-39).

It also means that all God has foretold will surely come to
pass. He is working out His plans (Is. 42:5-9), and nothing



will take away what God has for us. No one can hold back His
hand (Dan. 4:35). He is able to keep His promises, and because
He is true to His word, He can be counted on to keep them (Is.
55:11; 2 Tim. 2:13; cf. Rev. 3:14; 21:5; 22:6).

In addition to that, because the sovereign God is also the God
of love, He can be trusted in the fullest sense. The awesome
power of God is a fearful thing to His enemies (Matt. 10:28;
Heb. 10:31). But to those who love Him, the combination of His
sovereignty and love makes it possible for us to truly rest,
to live without fear. This is in stark contrast to gods of
other religions who constantly have to be appeased to avert
their anger, or even to the gods of our secular society, such
as money, power, health, and prestige, all of which can let us
down.

Finally,  that  God  is  sovereign  means  He  will  ultimately
triumph over evil. We’re told that in the end the great enemy
death will be done away with (1 Cor. 15:26, 54, 55). “He will
wipe every tear from their eyes,” John writes. “There will be
no more death or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order
of things has passed away.” (Rev. 21:4).

Earlier I noted that the topic of God’s sovereignty easily
becomes a matter of contention rather than one of comfort.
Just as the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints should
serve to bring comfort to those who sometimes doubt their
ability to hold on to God, the doctrine of sovereignty should
serve  to  comfort  those  who  fear,  to  encourage  those  who
understand clearly their own limitations, and to provide a
counter to the pessimism of our day. While being fully aware
of the futility of the course of this world, we should still
be optimistic people, because God has promised us a glorious
future, and He has the power and resolve to make it happen.
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